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OUR RECENT TRIP TO NEPAL –
A GREAT SUCCESS!
This last trip to Nepal was indeed a very
special one and very successful. We were
busy every day and did not take one day off.
The highlight was the trek to Chimkhola and
being part of the completion of the joint
Rotary project at the school there. Another
rewarding day was going to Pumbi Bhumdi
and seeing the library that NEF had
provided. There was also Mann’s
presentation of the Paul Harris Award which
was a memory not to forget and of course
visiting all our children and women who are
all doing so well. NEF has achieved so much
success here especially in human terms of
brightening the future for so many. We had
two dental clinics and a medical one also. It
was a jammed packed 7 weeks!

Happy Child With New Clothes

Hopefully many of you followed my blog
which I updated most days. Uploading
photos was a challenge as was sending
emails, so many just did not reach their
destination. Flickr has proved invaluable for
the uploading of photos and I have uploaded
hundreds on there since being home. I have
also tried to send everyone a photo from
there and hopefully I have not missed
anyone. Please go to
www.flickr.com/photos/98411
if you wish to see any photos from the trip. I
have also uploaded a set of more personal
ones of NEF staff and their families so you
can see them.
The Amazing Transformation of the
Chimkhola School
I first went to the village of Chimkhola in the
spring of 2008. Mann had just started
working with me and he took me to the
school. It was in very poor condition and I
decided to repair some desks and provide
some library shelving with a $200 donation.
Later I applied to Runners of Compassion
and they donated $500 to provide some beds
and bedding for children who had to walk
over two hours to school so at least they
could stay during the week.

The Opening of the Chimkhola School Project
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NEF donated $3000 to renovate an unused
building to provide the lodging where the
beds and some cooking utensils were put.
Today the medical clinic is also in this
building. I then presented this project to both
Duncan Rotary clubs. Duncan Daybreak
liked it and decided to apply for an
International Matching Rotary Grant. Duncan
Noontime then came on board adding to the
seed money from Duncan Daybreak. Mann
and his brother, Kamal, visited the
Annurpurna Rotary Club in Pokhara and they
agreed to partner with the Duncan Club to
make this a reality. Two years later a grant of
$27,000 US was acquired and work on the
school began. In the spring of 2010 six
Rotarians and some of their families made
the trip to Chimkhola. It was a magnificent
and memorable trip for them. In March of this
year Mann and I and six Annurpurna
Rotarians made the trek back there to see
the completion of this project. It was a
special time. There was a three hour
ceremony at the school with speeches,
dancing and food. A beautiful marble plaque
was unveiled commemorating this project
naming the Rotary clubs involved and NEF.
NEF was the cooperating organization for this
project.

Donated Science Equipment for Chimkhola School

I toured the school and saw all the many
improvements, science lab, library, latrines,
water tank and tap, teachers’ cupboards,
desks for every classroom, blackboards,
teaching aids and a medical clinic with two
trained teachers in first aid.

Chimkhola village Child

As I sat at the ceremony I thought back to the
day that I first visited the school. It was in
poor condition and I wanted to do something
to help this remote school. Never did I
imagine what was to take place. That three
years later such a transformation would take
place. One of the greatest achievements
here is that Mann is of the lowest caste and
so has always been discriminated against
especially in the village. He is now revered in
the village for bringing NEF and the Rotary
there and the improvements that have taken
place. I was told by many people that there
is no caste system in the village now,
everyone is equal. This was proved by our
being asked to high caste homes to eat,
places where Mann would never have been
allowed to enter before. He was now told
that he is welcome anytime. This is the most
amazing accomplishment of this project.
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Mann Presented with the
Paul Harris Fellowship Award
Mann worked extremely hard on this project
and the Duncan Noontime Club put his name
forth to be awarded a Paul Harris Fellowship
Award. Duncan Daybreak provided one for
Teijnath from Annurpurna Rotary who also
worked on the project. Mann thought it was
extraordinary. I carried those awards there
and I kept it a secret from Mann. On the
presentation night he had no idea and was so
shocked. I have never seen anyone so
happy to receive an award. It was an
incredible moment. He never believed that
he was worthy enough to receive such an
honour. During the next week he cried
whenever he talked about it. His parents
were there to see him receive it and his father
told him it was such a great honour for the
family and would be shown to his
grandchildren. This was taken to the village
and shown to his grandfather, who is nearly
90 yrs. old. Mann’s father carried it with him
all around the village showing his friends.

Pumbi Bhumdi
We first went to Pumbi Bhumdi last October
to see the school there. It is about 40 mins
from Pokhara by taxi up a steep climb but not
remote like Chimkhola. The students here
are 80% low caste and the school although
very poor had great vision. They have
planted a small coffee plantation and have
already secured a market for the coffee in
Japan. When it is ready to be harvested they
will be able to pay for an English teacher.

New Library Donated to Pumbi Bhumdi School

We decided to donate money from NEF to
provide a library. We returned this March
with our donors, Carol and Keith, from Qatar.
We were very impressed by the work that
had been done to the library. It was very
bright and colourful, had a carpeted floor with
thick underlay so the children did not get
cold, had low coloured wood tables and
brightly coloured cushions on the floor.
Mann Receives the Paul Harris Fellowship Award

It was the most amazing thing and it was so
well deserved. It was given for Mann’s work
for the betterment of the Nepali people and
the people of Chimkhola.

Carol and Keith were so impressed with it
that they decided to use donation money they
had to buy a computer, printer, table and
chair and pay for monthly internet service.
They also decided to put plastic windows in
to keep out the cold. That project is being
done now. The money was raised in Qatar
by some of their friends.
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DENTISTRY

Over $5000 was raised for dentistry in the
last year and nearly 200 children and some
women have been treated. This has been a
very successful program and a much needed
one. We have had three dental clinics in
Pokhara and on this last trip we worked with
the Kantipur Dental Hospital who gave us a
50% discount. It was easier to run this
program in Pokhara as the families are much
closer together and the Hospital provided
transportation. In Kathmandu we also had
the use of the hospital bus but the distances
are much greater and the traffic is
horrendous so it was more difficult.
Unfortunately the Hattiban group of children
felt it was too far to travel to the dental
hospital although they did come for the first
check up.

MEDICAL CLINIC MADE POSSIBLE WITH A
WILLING DOCTOR AND VOLUNTEERS

I met a doctor in a restaurant in Pokhara who
said she would like to help in some way. So I
asked her if she would like to do a medical
clinic at the High Mount school. She said she
would love to do that so we arranged it and
with the help of a couple of volunteers,
Wayne and Nar, and with help from Ajay from
the dental hospital. Ajay loaned her what
equipment she needed, the clinic took place
in early April. All children had their ears,
heart, skin checked, height and weight were
recorded and she checked them for anemia.
They were all treated for worms as well. No
major problems were found but ear infections
were treated and parents were advised if
their children were anemic which a lot were.

Sunil in the Dentist’s Chair
Dr. Claire Examining a Child at High Mount School

Lots of the children needed root canals and
more extensive treatment. One child who
had no front bottom teeth needed a bridge.
They were also instructed in dental hygiene
and nutrition. Thank you to everyone that
contributed to this program. Hopefully we
can continue to run this and have the children
checked again in a year.

We thank Doctor Claire for running this
clinic. She is an Australian who is travelling
around the world and will be in Canada later
this year. We hope to see her.
WOMENS LITERACY

Our two women's literacy programs are
running well. We have classes, one at High
Mount School and one at the stone quarry.
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These women are amazing and so keen to
learn and their progress is fast. During the
last couple of days in Pokhara we were told
that the house owner where we were renting
a room at the stone quarry did not want to
rent to us anymore. This caused a panic to
find somewhere else. One of the students
had an extra room and agreed to rent it to
us. This turned out to be a good move as it is
a much better room.

I do not want to give up on this program as
these women are so worthwhile. I know that
some of you do pay for a full year at one time
and I am asking now that everyone please do
that.

These women are incredibly grateful for the
opportunity to learn and very thankful to you
the sponsors for making this possible.

If your original lady does not wish to continue
after six months then the money goes to
another lady. We have plenty of them.
Hopefully you will understand about this. I
hate to have to keep emailing people for
money so this way it would eliminate some of
this. Also if you do not wish to continue
please tell me right away and then I know.

So in October when the fees are due again if
you would send $120 for the year, or $60
then and a post dated cheque for $60 for
April 2012.

SEWING PROGRAM

Our Oldest Literacy Student

I am afraid to say though that for me the
administration of this program is very
difficult. I am finding that it takes over two
months to get the sponsor money in meaning
that we are having to pay for the cost,
teacher, rent etc. out of NEF money, not
knowing whether we are going to recover the
expenses or not as sometimes sponsors do
not respond and then after two months I give
up. This means that for a six month period I
spend two months of that chasing the
money.

We had to do some serious thinking about
this program as it was not generating enough
income to sustain itself and we could not
afford to keep putting money into it. Mann
and I made a decision to make some drastic
changes and give it another try. We moved
to a better location in a busy shopping area.
The tailor who had always made our uniforms
offered to teach the ladies and oversee the
whole operation and assured us that he
would make it pay for itself. So we have our
first teacher as a worker now and Daumayer
and Khimayer who started with us for a total
of three workers. We are giving it a few
months to see if it improves and hopefully this
is a good decision. Since April they have
been training 20 women bringing the total of
women trained into the 40's since we
started.
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GARAGE SALE

We held the garage sale on May 30th and so
far have made $3,500 approx with still some
items to sell. Thank you to everyone who
helped or donated items. We had really good
stuff this year with not much junk. It was our
most profitable garage sale to date. Special
thanks to Barbara, Sandra and Monica who
loaned us her driveway again.
Barbara also made lavender eye pillows and
lavender sachets which we are selling. We
also have them in some local yoga studios.
Barbara's son made some very nice metal
cut out chickens and roosters to hang on a
fence etc. and we are selling those. All these
things add up and help us with those much
needed admin funds.
We also thank Ed in Australia who ran an
ultra marathon and raised $1,000 for NEF.
Way to go Ed and thank you so much.
I am participating in another community
garage type sale on Saturday with our left
over items so hopefully we raise another few
dollars there. That is at the Cowichan
Exhibition Grounds.
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

Challenging Year Due To Rising Costs
As far as funds in Nepal this was a
challenging year. Not because we lost
sponsors or lack of support but just because
of rising costs. Private school fees were all
up 10 to 15 percent which we did not
anticipate along with increases in the price of
shoes etc. We had to make a decision again
and we decided that students would have to
pay for their own notebooks and pencils this
year and also each student only got one set
of uniform rather than the two we used to

give. Next year we may have to stop buying
the shoes as well as these are very
expensive especially for the older students. I
do not want to keep putting up the fees as we
do not want to lose sponsors so we have to
find other solutions.
Also this last year we had to buy a new
motorbike for the charity costing $3000 and
also a new hard drive for the computer. Our
old motorbike is now in Pokhara so that Mann
has it to use when there. He used to have to
rent one each time. The new one is in
Kathmandu. The roads in Kathmandu leave
much to be desired and so are hard on the
bike along with the dirt and grime.
Operating Costs
I am still trying to keep these separate from
the sponsor and donor fees. As long as we
can keep fundraising this will happen so I
have to just take it one year at a time.
It costs approx $7000 per year to run the
charity in Nepal. This includes:
salaries, office rent, phone, internet, office
supplies, transportation, motor bike
expenses, yearly audit, the cost to renew the
charity each year and taxes. Yes in Nepal
we have to pay taxes on certain things like
rent.
For the rest of this year two sponsors have
planned a golf tournament in September and
I will hopefully a marathon to raise funds.
Another sponsor is running an ultra marathon
and raising funds for us in Alberta. This
should have us in good financial standing for
this year.
College Fees
College fees are now due for those sponsors
involved. The school leaving certificate
results are out. We have heard from five of
our six student that they have passed the
exam. Whether they can continue depends
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INTERESTING NEPALI CHICKEN FARM
on their sponsors. NEF cannot afford to pay
college fees. We had four students finish two
years of college this year.

THANKS TO ALL 2011 NEF SUPPORTERS
I will finish by thanking you all for your
continued support. Thanks to Duncan
Daybreak and Duncan Noontime for their
ongoing projects and to Carol and Keith and
their "Pinky Fund" in Qatar.

Keith and Pinky with Identical Soccer Shirts

Thanks to the Friends of Qatar Wooden
Spooners for their funds for ongoing projects.
Thanks to Ergo Rehabilitation for their
ongoing support and to Ceevacs Road
Runners for their donation. Also thanks to
Duncan Daybreak for making me an
Honorary Rotarian, that is happening this
coming weekend. This is quite an honour for
me.

Nepali Chicken Farmer Takes His Eggs to Market

How many eggs can you carry on a bicycle?
The answer is 1050. This is the number of
eggs this man put on his bicycle. He then
cycles around the shops selling them for a
chicken farm. The chickens were extremely
well kept in a large barn walking around with
lots of space in a very humane way. I was
very impressed and we sat and enjoyed hard
boiled eggs, we were given several each to
eat, one I guess is not enough and we did not
want to offend.
Enjoy your summer and please contact me
with any questions or comments. I
appreciate your input and if anyone would
like to help in any way please contact me.
We also have a facebook page now.
With Thanks
Susan Marshall
http://nepaleducationfund.blogspot.com
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